FROM SAN FRANCISCO
1. Take the Bay Bridge to I-80 West towards Berkeley/Sacramento.
2. Exit University Avenue.
3. Continue on University Avenue for approximately 1.5 miles.
4. Left on Oxford Street.
5. Right on Hearst Avenue. GSPP is on the corner of Hearst Avenue and LeRoy.

FROM SACRAMENTO
1. Take I-80 East towards San Francisco.
2. Exit University Avenue.
3. Continue on University Avenue for approximately 1.5 miles.
4. Left on Oxford Street.
5. Right on Hearst Avenue. GSPP is on the corner of Hearst Avenue and LeRoy.

FROM BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit)
1. Exit BART at the Berkeley station (not the North Berkeley Station).
2. Pick up the campus perimeter bus at the corner of Shattuck Ave. and Center Street.
3. Exit the bus at the Cory Hall stop (corner of Hearst Ave. and LeRoy.)
4. GSPP is across the street.

FROM OAKLAND/SAN JOSE
Via I-580:
1. Take I-580 West.
2. Take the CA-24 East exit towards Berkeley/Walnut Creek.
3. Take the Martin Luther King Jr. Way exit- veer left towards MLK Way.
4. Continue on MLK Way for approximately 3 miles.
5. Turn Right on Hearst Avenue. GSPP is on the corner of Hearst Avenue and LeRoy.

Via I-880:
1. Take I-880 North.
2. Take the I-980 exit towards CA-24/Walnut Creek.
3. Take the Martin Luther King Jr. Way exit- veer left towards MLK Way.
4. Continue on MLK Way for approximately 3 miles.
5. Turn Right on Hearst Avenue. GSPP is on the corner of Hearst Avenue and LeRoy.

Via I-680:
1. Take I-680 North to I-580 West.
2. Take the CA-24 East exit towards Berkeley/Walnut Creek.
3. Take the Martin Luther King Jr. Way exit-veer left towards MLK Way.
4. Continue on MLK Way for approximately 3 miles.
5. Turn Right on Hearst Avenue. GSPP is on the corner of Hearst Avenue and LeRoy.